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Five children from different cities in Germany go on holiday to different countries. They also travel by different means of 
transport. Read, fill in the table and find out:

Who goes on holiday by ship?   

name

is from (city)

goes to (country)

travels by (means of 
transport)

 1. Brooke is from Munich and on the left.
 2.  The child from Nuremberg is between the child from 

Frankfurt and the child from Hamburg.
 3. One child goes to Greece by car.
 4. Tilly is next to Freddie.
 5.  The child that goes to Austria is between the child that 

goes to India and the child that goes to Norway.

 6.  The child that goes on holiday by train is not next to the 
child that goes by bus.

 7. One boy goes to Spain.
 8. Rebecca is between Brooke and Freddie.
 9.  The child that goes on holiday by plane is between the 

child that goes by car and the child that goes by bus.
 10. Edward is from Frankfurt.
 11. The child from Berlin goes on holiday to India.

Going on holiday  
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Children love to go to the beach when it is warm. They take bath towels and something to play with them, they lie under 
parasols (Sonnenschirme). And of course they wear clothes for swimming. 
Read, colour and find out:

What colour is Susie’s bucket?   

name    

1.  The child with the purple bucket is next to the child with 
the yellow bucket.

2.  Richard is wearing red swimming trunks (Badehose) and 
has a blue parasol.

3. One child has a blue bucket.

4.  The child with the orange parasol is next to the child with 
the blue parasol.

5.  One child has an orange bath towel and a yellow bucket.

6.  Susie is wearing an orange swimming costume (Badeanzug). 
7.  The child with the green parasol has a yellow bath towel.

8.  Matthew is wearing blue swimming trunks and is next to 
Susie.

9.  The child with the green bath towel is next to the child 
with the yellow bath towel.

Relaxing at the beach 
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